Instructions
How to Use the Market
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The market
When you have been
verified, you can
access the Market
by clicking it on the
top bar.
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Browsing and searching

Shopping cart is the place, where
your products will be saved.
In the beginning you are
automatically given one cart, but
you can make more of them.

Search bar lets you find products or
service by company, products name,
certification or reference.

Categories here you can
browse through everything
in the market by Category
that show’s everything in
that top category.
You are able to narrow your
field by choosing a subcategory.

Your search results and browsing will be presented here
You can receive more information about a certain product
by clicking its’ name
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Entering products/services to Order cart
By choosing a product, you will get to more specific information about it.
From here you can add a certain amount of products and add notes for
yourself about the products.
Moving products to order cart doesn’t bind you to buy them, but it’s a shopping
list that you can modify.

You can fill in the
amount of products you
want as well as notes
for yourself.

When you press
”Add”, your products
will be added to your
cart.
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Using order cart

By clicking your cart you can see, what you have
moved there.

To go to more detailed view of
your cart click here.

To view detailed information about a certain
product or service click its’ name.
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From detailed order cart view you can modify your cart more detailed.
You are able to change carts name, notes, quantities and see the product and
company by clicking its name.

From here you can
remove certain product.

By clicking here you can see
all of your order carts and
modify entire carts.

Clicking here you can make
a new cart.
Here you can remove entire
Order carts.

By changing the blue circle
to a cart, makes it active.
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